
Vogeltränke aus Beton
Instructions No. 1449
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 30 Minutes

In this manual we show you how to create your own individual bird bath in no time at all.

Concrete design with ornamental pattern

The bird bath gets its special look by creating special contours with the
concrete art liner:
For this purpose, you draw any motif on the inside of the concrete casting
mould with the concrete art liner. When drawing, make sure that you paint the
motif negatively (mirror-inverted) and that the finished contours dry out like
rubber within 2-3 hours.

During the drying time, stick wide Adhesive tape or foil on one half of
Polystyrene ball . This Polystyrene ball will later serve as the basic form for
the water basin of the bird bath 

Now mix the concrete with water according to the instructions. Fill half of the
casting mould decorated with the liner with this concrete mixture. The
finished glued Polystyrene ball is placed exactly in the middle of the filled
form and pressed down slightly. Then fill the heart form with the remaining
concrete mix.

To weight the Polystyrene ball simply put a small Stone in and let the concrete mass harden for 24-30
hours.

After you have released the hardened bird bath from the mould, the rubber-like contours of the concrete
art liner can be easily removed from the hardened concrete with a pointed object.

The bird bath can be coloured with the Marabu do it Spray.

Are you interested in further concrete design ideas?

Creative concrete is available for casting and kneading. Matching plant pots - ready is your trendy
garden style for this season. Discover also the following ideas:

Instruction no. 1461 Concrete houses with ornaments
Instruction no. 1451 Herbal tower from terracotta pots
Instruction no. 1462 Clay concrete figures

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/concrete-houses-with-ornaments-t1636/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/plant-tower-from-terracotta-pots-t1634/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/cute-figures-made-from-plasticine-t1630/


Article number Article name Qty
600231 Polystyrene ball, Ø 20 cm, 2 parts 1
762250-17 Marabu do it SATIN MATTGrey Blue 1
517447 Concrete Art Liner, 88 ml 1
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